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 Well, we had a long, warm fall, but winter is closing in at last. We 

hope that everyone had a wonderful Thanksgiving, everybody has plenty 

of things to be thankful for. We are thankful for the great weather. Not 

only did our golfers get to keep playing golf, but fall golf course mainte-

nance is much more efficient when it is not 

raining or snowing. Most of the leaves have 

finally fallen (they did stay on the trees a 

long time), so we have the course pretty 

much free of leaves (those skinny, little wil-

low leaves can be a problem). We certainly 

will have the course open for play any time 

that conditions allow. We cannot allow play 

when there is snow, ice, frost, or excessive 

standing water. Frost is the one that can in-

terfere on nice days when it starts out cold 

and warms up and eventually becomes nice. 

Be patient and let the frost lift; usually that 

means about 10:00-11:00 A.M. on most 

days.           

 Currently Indian Hills is open Monday and Wednesday from 10:00

-6:00 and Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 10:00-5:00. We 

will be closed on Sundays unless the weather conditions allow us to open 

the golf course for play. Soon, before Christmas, we will cut back to four 

days a week: Monday and Wednesday 10:00-6:00 and Friday and Satur-

day 10:00-5:00.         

 Don’t forget about us when you are doing your holiday shopping. 

Indian Hills gift certificates make the best gifts. They never expire, and 

they allow the recipient to buy anything that they like (golf, golf equip-

ment, accessories, etc.). We are always happy to do club-fitting in the 

winter and now we are upgrading our club-fitting equipment as well. We 

are proud to announce that we will soon be introducing 

Trackman, the industr y ’s very best tool for evaluating your swing 

and ball flight. The radar-based technology will be much more precise 

than our previous system at measuring the spin on the golf ball. This will 

then allow us to be more precise with the golf club specifications. We are 

very excited about this, and we expect that our custom club-fitting will 

make golf more fun and rewarding for even more golfers. Give us a call 

after the New Year and make a club-fitting appointment. 
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If you do the same 

things or think the 

same things regularly, 

they eventually be-

come natural or even 

automatic. 
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  Earlier this season I wrote about the mental game in golf, and I 

received more feedback than I usually do. Apparently this is a topic 

that golfers want to know more about. As previously noted, most golf-

ers either think about the wrong things or too many things as they are 

preparing to hit a shot. The golf swing takes less than three seconds, so 

what do we do with all of that time when we are not actually playing a 

shot?  

 Achieving competence or excellence in golf  mostly means in-

graining good habits. If you  do the same things or think the same 

thoughts regularly, they eventually become natural or possibly even 

automatic. This is always true; the complicated part is making sure that 

the habits you ingrain are good habits.  

 In describing their golf game, almost everybody will say that 

they want to be more consistent. Improving the consistency of your 

ball striking or ball flight takes a lot of practice, but what about the 

consistency of your mindset or demeanor throughout your round? The 

way that you think during a round of golf has a major impact on your 

score. If you want to be consistent, start inside your own brain. In the 

mental game, as with the physical game, it is recommended that you  

approach each shot the same way every time. You will often hear pro-

fessional golfers say they don’t want to be too high or too low (not ex-

cited and not discouraged). Of course, this is more difficult than it 

sounds. It takes practice and discipline to have the same mindset every 

time. So many different things happen during a round of golf that it is 

inevitable that your train of thought will get off track at some point. It 

will happen, but you can regain the train if you know what to focus 

on. When you are preparing to hit a shot or actually executing a shot, 

extraneous thoughts are the enemy. To play to one’s optimal ability 

level, it is necessary to block out unnecessary thoughts. It is not suf-

ficient to tell yourself not to think about things that are not helpful; 

you must take charge of your thought process and occupy your mind 

with a specific thought process.   

 To maintain a consistent mindset, many, many sports psy-

chologists recommend that athletes focus on their breathing. This 

might seem simple, but at first it’s a little weird to focus on a process 

which usually happens automatically. Breathe in deeply and slowly 

down to the bottom of your lungs by your solar plexus and then ex-

hale slowly. Breathing is a natural rhythm, and focusing on rhythm 

creates a consistent tempo and a more consistent swing. It is also a 

great device for occupying the conscious mind and blocking out 

those distracting thoughts. 
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 The trick is to let the rhythm happen naturally without 

forcing it to happen. Focusing on breathing can be very important 

because many people actually forget to breathe when they are un-

der pressure. That sounds kind of hard to believe, but it’s true. 

Ideally, we should inhale deeply and exhale slowly. Often, under 

pressure, people take quick, shallow breaths that do not provide 

enough oxygen to the bloodstream, and therefore the brain. If 

your brain does not get enough oxygen, it does not work properly. 

Often this leads to terrible decision making; you can probably 

think of instances when you or somebody else did something un-

believably stupid while under pressure. The chances are it was re-

lated to a lack of oxygen; simply breathing properly can help you 

to avoid any such disasters. 

 Focusing intently on something that happens automatically 

is basically a description of golf. When your brain tells your body 

to make a golf swing, it just happens. It is impossible to be aware 

of every muscle and exactly how they are operating during the 

swing. You have to let your body do what it knows how to do; just 

like breathing. The focus needs to be on achieving the correct 

state of mind before you begin the swing. Your body will make the 

best swing it knows how to make if you let it. It is important to de-

fine what you want to happen: maybe you want to hit your ball 

onto the green, maybe you want to hit over a tree, maybe you 

want to hit the ball straight. Define a goal that is realistic, that you 

are capable of, and then just let it happen. It will not come off the 

way you planned every time, but sometimes the golf ball does do 

exactly what you wanted it to, and that is a wonderful feeling. To 

replicate your good results, you first need to start with that same 

thought pattern, so establish a baseline mindset that you will then 

be able to repeat. 

 Muscles operate based on instructions from the brain. If 

you train them properly and give them instructions that they can 

understand, your muscles can do amazing things for you. You do 

have to keep the instructions simple, because even simple 

thoughts require a very complicated sequence of millions of mus-

cle fibers firing in the correct relationship with one another. If you 

ask too much, the muscles might find contradictions within the 

instructions and fail to even come close to your goals. If your last 

two thoughts before you swing are “don’t hit it right… don’t hit it 

left”, you are setting yourself up for failure. It’s probably better to 

think “ solid contact… smooth tempo”; your chances of success 

will be higher. It’s definitely worth thinking about your thinking 

process, and it might be the fast way to improve your overall 

game. 

  

 

 

Focusing intently on some-

thing that happens naturally 

is basically a description of 

golf. When your brain tells 

your body to make a golf 

swing, it just happens. 
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 J.C.’s COURSE NOTES 

 The 2016 golf season may have ended last night. An inch of snow and an unfavorable forecast 

indicate so. If we don’t get a Christmas thaw it’s still been a good year. We were golfing by late March, 

and still at it in early December. We had pretty good growing conditions all season and very few mos-

quitos We did get   several severe storms that cost us several trees and seemed to trash the golf course 

just as we had gotten it cleaned up. The last of these was just a bit ago. The winds of November 

dropped trees by #2, #4, and #6 greens. The fallen soldiers on #4 and #6 are dead ash trees that will 

soon be firewood. The culprit on #2 is the large sycamore that guards the front left of the green. A large 

portion of the tree now protects all of the green, hides it in fact. Sycamores take a lot longer to dry than 

ashes, so this baby won’t be warming our cats until next winter. 

 There are still a few chores to wrap up this year but mostly it’s time to look forward to 2017. 

What I’m looking forward to the most is continuing a plan to improve the seven green and pond area. 

This past year we added electricity to the back of the golf course. The next steps are to install a water 

pump and fountains. The pump will drain the course more efficiently  than ever before. It will pump 

more water using less energy and be much quieter. There will also be a lot less wear and tear on one old 

turf boy who’s been carrying fuel out to the tractor pump for a lot of years. It reminds me of the first 

pump we ever had out there. It was run by a very old Ford motor that started with a crank. You had to 

stand on a small platform in the pond and give this thing a furious crank. It could take forever in the 

cold and your reward for finally getting it to start was a violent kickback from the crank that would 

fling you in the water. Needless to say, I’m looking forward to a pump that works while I’m sleeping. 

After the pump work is complete we will enlarge the seventh green and landscape the slope above the 

pond.  

 The reason we can go forth with this project at this time is the generous support of long time 

member Barry Moore. She has been a good friend of the golf course for many years. Her contributions 

already dot the course. This time she wanted to do something really special and lasting. We told her it 

started with electricity; she said “get it done”. We said the next step is to get a pump station set up; she 

said “tell me what you need”. Ironically, Barry always thanks us when she plays the course. She thanks 

us for just being there and being her escape. Thank you, Barry. 

 I close with a sad note. Indian Hills lost a good neighbor and good friend recently. Gene Jambor 

was a very interesting man with a great sense of humor. Our condolences to Lenny and the rest of 

Gene’s family. 

HALF OFF CUSTOM CLUB-FITTING:      

$37.50 

         Cost applied towards new clubs       

 Please call for appointment  

 

Expires February 28th, 2017 
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Indian Hills is a 9 hole golf course that is one of  Lansing area's hidden treasures. Won-

derfully maintained, the golf course features lush fairways and consistently rolling 

greens. Mature trees frame the fairways and strategically placed bunkers and water 

hazards challenge your game. Indian Hills caters to golfers of all levels. The course is 

short enough for beginners to feel comfortable... while still providing a challenge for 

the expert player. The golf course is highlighted by abundant wildlife and numerous eye 

catching gardens. 

 

At Indian Hills Custom Golf, we've been building custom golf clubs since 1979. Our 

professionally certified club makers Sam Anderson and J.C. Petersen can customize 

clubs for golfers of all abilities, from beginners to top players. Our full service pro shop 

offers a full range of club repairs, including re-gripping, extending or shortening clubs, 

re-shafting, loft and lie adjustments and much more. Most repairs can be done prompt-

ly and expertly within 48 hours. Custom club fitting by appointment Monday-Saturday. 

Check us out on the web: 

www.ihcustomgolf.com 

 

 

 

www.facebook.comIndianHillsGolfCourse 

@IndianHillsMI 

 

 

Indian Hills 

4887 Nakoma 

Okemos, MI 48864 

517-349-1010 

     

           

indianhillscustomgolf@yahoo.com 

 

“Get Your Thrills at Indian Hills” 
 

 


